For optimization of a sum of functions in a distributed computing environment, we present a novel communication efficient Newton-type algorithm that enjoys a variety of advantages over similar existing methods. Similar to Newton-MR, our algorithm, DINGO, is derived by optimization of the gradient's norm as a surrogate function. DINGO does not impose any specific form on the underlying functions, and its application range extends far beyond convexity. In addition, the distribution of the data across the computing environment can be almost arbitrary. Further, the underlying sub-problems of DINGO are simple linear least-squares, for which a plethora of efficient algorithms exist. Lastly, DINGO involves a few hyper-parameters that are easy to tune. Moreover, we theoretically show that DINGO is not sensitive to the choice of its hyper-parameters in that a strict reduction in the gradient norm is guaranteed, regardless of the selected hyper-parameters. We demonstrate empirical evidence of the effectiveness, stability and versatility of our method compared to other relevant algorithms, on both convex and non-convex problems.
Introduction
Consider the optimization problem
in a distributed computing environment involving m workers, in which the i th worker can only locally access the i th component function, f i . Such distributed computing settings arise increasingly more frequently as a result of technological and communication advancements that have enabled the collection of and access to large scale datasets.
As a concrete example, take a data fitting application, in which given n data points, {x i } n i=1 , and their corresponding loss function, i (w; x i ), parameterized by w, the goal is to minimize the overall loss as min w∈R d n i=1 i (w; x i )/n. Here, each i : R d → R corresponds to an observation (or a measurement) which models the loss (or misfit) given a particular choice of the underlying parameter w. Such problems appear frequently in machine learning, e.g., [1, 2, 3] and scientific computing, e.g., [4, 5, 6] . However, in "big data" regimes where n 1, lack of adequate computational resources, in particular storage, can severely limit, or even prevent, any attempts at solving such optimization problems in a traditional stand-alone way, e.g., using a single machine. This can be remedied through distributed computing, in which resources across a network of stand-alone computational nodes are "pooled" together so as to scale to the problem at hand. In such a setting, where n data points are distributed across m workers, one can instead consider formulation (1) with
where S i ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, with cardinality denoted by |S i |, correspond to the distribution of data across the nodes, i.e., the i th node has access to a portion of the data of size |S i |, indexed by the set S i .
The increasing need for such computing environments, in general, has motivated the development of many distributed optimization frameworks, such as MapReduce [7] , Apache Spark [8] and Alchemist [9] . Unfortunately, with their many benefits comes the caveat of communication costs. Indeed, in distributed settings, the amount of communications, i.e., messages exchanged across the network, are often considered a major bottleneck of computations (often more so than local computation times), as they can be expensive in terms of both physical resources and time through latency [10, 11] .
In this light, when designing efficient distributed optimization algorithms, it is essential to keep communication overhead as low as possible. First-order methods [12] , e.g., stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [13] , solely rely on gradient information and as a result are rather easy to implement in distributed settings. They often require the performance of many computationally inexpensive iterations, which can be suitable for execution on a single machine. However, as a direct consequence, they can incur excessive communication costs in distributed environments and, hence, they might not be able to take full advantage of the available distributed computational resources. By employing curvature information in the form of the Hessian matrix, second-order methods aim at transforming the gradient such that it is a more suitable direction to follow. Compared with first-order alternatives, although second-order methods perform more computations per iteration, they often require far fewer iterations to achieve similar results. In distributed settings, this feature can directly translate to significantly less communication costs. As a result, distributed second-order methods have the potential to become the method of choice for distributed optimization tasks. Our aim here is to help with the ultimate goal of the realization of this potential.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing the notation used throughout the paper, the remainder of Section 1 discusses related works and, in their light, briefly summarizes our contributions. The distributed computing environment considered in this paper is also introduced towards the end of Section 1. In Section 2, we provide a description and derivation of our algorithm. Theoretical properties and assumptions are detailed in Section 3. Results of numerical experiments, with comparisons to other relevant methods, are presented in Section 4. Concluding remarks are made in Section 5. Supplementary material and proofs are provided in Appendices A and B.
Notation
Throughout this paper, bold lowercase and bold uppercase letters, such as v and A, denote column vectors and matrices, respectively. We let ·, · denote the common Euclidean inner product defined by x, y = x T y for x, y ∈ R d . Given a vector v and matrix A, we denote their vector 2 norm and matrix spectral norm as v and A , respectively. For x, z ∈ R d we let [x, z] x + τ (z − x) | 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 . The range and null space of a matrix A ∈ R m×n are denoted by
The Moore-Penrose inverse of A is denoted by A † ; see Appendix A for an overview of its relevant properties. We let w t ∈ R d denote the point at iteration t. For notational convenience, we denote
We also letH
where φ > 0, I is the identity matrix, and 0 is the zero vector. Further notation will be introduced where necessary.
Related Work
Owing to the above-mentioned potential, many distributed second-order optimization algorithms have recently emerged to solve (1) . Among them, most notably are GIANT [14] , DiSCO [11] , DANE [15] , InexactDANE and AIDE [16] . However, most of these methods come with disadvantages that can limit their applicability. For example, not only do many of these algorithms rely on, rather stringent, (strong) convexity assumptions, but also the underlying functions are required to be of a specific form. Further, for some of these methods, the distribution of data is required to satisfy particular, and often rather restrictive, assumptions. The underlying sub-problems for many of these methods involve non-linear optimization problems, which might not be easy to solve. Last but not least, the success of many of these methods is tightly intertwined with fine-tuning of (often many) hyperparameters, which is very expensive for some and downright impossible for others. More specifically, the theoretical analysis of both GIANT and DiSCO is limited to the case where not only is each f i strongly convex, but also it is of the special form where in (2) we have j (w; x j ) = ψ j w, x j + γ w 2 /2, i.e.,
where γ ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter and ψ j : R → R is convex and twice differentiable. Moreover, in theory, GIANT requires |S i | > d, for all i, which can be violated in many practical situations. These two methods, compared to DANE, InexactDANE and AIDE, have a significant advantage in that they are easier in implementation. More specifically, they involve fewer hyper-parameters to tune and their sub-problems involve solutions of symmetric positive definite linear systems, for which the conjugate gradient (CG) method [17] is highly effective. In sharp contrast, the performance of DANE, InexactDANE and AIDE is greatly affected by, rather meticulous, fine-tuning of many more hyper-parameters. Further, their underlying sub-problems involve non-linear optimization problems, which can themselves be rather difficult to solve. However, the theoretical analysis of DANE, InexactDANE and AIDE extends beyond the simple strongly convex case and is applicable to more general non-convex differentiable (1) . Another notable and recent distributed optimization algorithm is Newton-ADMM [18] . Similar to both GIANT and DiSCO, Newton-ADMM requires f i to be of the special form where in (2) we have j (w; x j ) = ψ j (w; x j ) + g(w), with smooth convex ψ j : R d → R and smooth (strongly) convex regularization g : R d → R. This algorithm uses Newton's method to solve the sub-problems of ADMM [19] , which allows it to effectively utilize GPUs. Hence, like DANE, InexactDANE and AIDE, the sub-problems of Newton-ADMM are nonlinear optimization problems. However, unlike other Newton-type methods mentioned here, in Newton-ADMM the curvature is not employed in transforming the gradient direction. Instead, the second-order information is leveraged, through the use of Newton-type methods, for efficient solution of ADMM sub-problems. As a result, since Newton-ADMM is not second-order in its construction, it is not considered further in this paper.
Contributions
Here, we present a novel communication efficient distributed second-order optimization method that aims to alleviate many of the disadvantages of related methods. Our approach is inspired by and follows many ideas of recent results on Newton-MR [20] , which extends the application range of the classical Newton-CG beyond (strong) convexity and smoothness. In fact, our method can be viewed as a distributed variant of Newton-MR. More specifically, our algorithm, named DINGO 1 for "DIstributed Newton-type method for Gradient-norm Optimization", is derived by optimization of the gradient's norm as a surrogate function for (1), i.e.,
When f is invex, [21] , the problems (1) and (5) have the same solutions. Recall that invexity is the generalization of convexity, which extends the sufficiency of the first order optimality condition, e.g., Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, to a broader class of problems than simple convex programming. In other words, invexity is a special case of non-convexity, which subsumes convexity as a sub-class; see [22] for a detailed treatment of invexity.
As with GIANT and DiSCO, and unlike DANE, InexactDANE and AIDE, our algorithm involves a few hyper-parameters that are easy to tune. Moreover, we theoretically show that DINGO is not too sensitive to the choice of its hyper-parameters in that a strict reduction in the gradient norm is guaranteed, regardless of the selected hyper-parameters. Further, the underlying sub-problems of DINGO are simple linear least-squares, for which a plethora of efficient algorithms exist. However, unlike GIANT and DiSCO, DINGO does not impose any specific form on the underlying functions, and its theoretical analysis and application range extend beyond convexity. Also, unlike GIANT, the distribution of the data across the computing environment can be almost arbitrary 2 , i.e., we allow for |S i | < d. Finally, we note that, unlike GIANT, InexactDANE and AIDE, our theoretical analysis requires exact solutions to the sub-problems. Despite the fact that the sub-problems of DINGO are simple ordinary least-squares, and that DINGO performs well in practice with very crude solutions (cf. Section 4.1), this is admittedly a theoretical restriction, which we aim to resolve in future work.
Distributed Environment
We consider a centralized distributed environment, in which we have one driver machine and m worker machines, and each worker i can locally only access the function f i in (1). We further assume that the driver can communicate with the workers in parallel and the workers cannot communicate directly with each other. See Figure 1 for a depiction of the network. This environment is also assumed by GIANT, DiSCO, DANE, InexactDANE and AIDE. We adopt the definition of a communication round from [14] . Namely, a communication round is performed when the driver uses a broadcast operation to send information to multiple workers in parallel, a reduce operation to receive information from multiple workers in parallel, pointto-point communication to transmit information to/from an individual worker.
DINGO and all related previous works mentioned earlier require the computation of the exact gradient of f . This can easily be computed in parallel over the network. Namely, the driver broadcasts w to the workers, then each worker i computes their local gradient ∇f i (w) and finally the driver averages these by a reduce operation to form ∇f (w) = Driver Worker 1
. . . Figure 1 : The centralized distributed computing environment. In this setting, the driver machine can communicate with m workers in parallel, but the workers cannot communicate directly with each other. Figure 2 . Theoretically, we can explicitly compute higher-order in- . . . We further remind that the distributed computational model considered here is such that the main bottleneck involves the communications across the network and the work done on each individual node is of no computational burden.
Worker m
m i=1 ∇f i (w)/m, seeformation ∇ k f (w) = m i=1 ∇ k f i (w)/m∇f m (w) ∇f (w) = 1 m m i=1 ∇f i (w)
DINGO
In this section, we describe the derivation of DINGO, as depicted in Algorithm 1. The assumptions made on (1) along with the theoretical analysis are discussed in Section 3. Each iteration t involves the computation of two main ingredients: an update direction p t , and an appropriate step-size α t . As usual, our next iterate is then set as w t+1 = w t + α t p t . Below, we provide details for computations of p t and α t .
Algorithm 1 DINGO
1: input initial point w 0 ∈ R d , gradient tolerance δ ≥ 0, maximum iterations T , line search parameter ρ ∈ (0, 1), parameter θ > 0 and regularization parameter φ > 0 as in (4). 2: for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T − 1 do
3:
Distributively compute the full gradient
return w t 6:
The driver broadcasts g t and, in parallel, each worker i computes H t,i g t , H † t,i g t andH † t,ig t .
8:
By a reduce operation, the driver computes
10:
11
:
12:
13:
The driver computes p t,i = −H † t,ig t for all i such that H † t,ig t , H t g t ≥ θ g t 2 .
15:
The driver broadcasts H t g t to each worker i such that H † t,ig t , H t g t < θ g t 2 and, in parallel, they compute
16:
Using a reduce operation, the driver computes
17:
Choose the largest α t ∈ (0, 1] such that
18:
The driver computes w t+1 = w t + α t p t .
19: return w T .
Update Direction: p t
We begin iteration t by distributively computing the gradient g t = m i=1 g t,i /m. Thereafter, the driver broadcasts g t to all workers and in parallel each worker i computes H t,i g t , H † t,i g t andH † t,ig t . By a reduce operation, the driver computes the Hessian-gradient product
Computing the update direction p t involves three cases:
then we let
Case 3 If (6) and (7) do not hold, then the set
is non-empty. In parallel, the driver broadcasts H t g t to each worker i ∈ I t and has it locally solve arg min
where φ is as in Algorithm 1. We now solve the sub-problem (9) using the method of Lagrange multipliers [17] . We rewrite (9) as arg min
whereH t,i andg t are defined in (4). Let
Due to regularization by φ, the matrixH T t,i has full column rank andH T t,iH t,i is invertible. Therefore, the unique solution to (11) is
Substituting (12) into (10) gives
Assumption 5 implies that for g t = 0, we have H t g t = 0, which in turn gives
and only if
Therefore, the solution to the sub-problem (9) is
The term λ t,i in (13) is positive by the definition of I t . In conclusion, for Case 3, each worker i ∈ I t computes (13) and, using a reduce operation, the driver then computes the update direction p t = m i=1 p t,i /m. Note that p t,i = −H † t,ig t for all i / ∈ I t have already been obtained as part of Case 2.
Line Search: α t After computing the update direction p t , DINGO computes the next iterate, w t+1 , by moving along p t,i by an appropriate step-size α t and forming w t+1 = w t + α t p t . We use an Armijotype line search to choose this step-size. Specifically, as we are minimizing the norm of the gradient as a surrogate function, we choose the largest α t ∈ (0, 1] such that
for some constant ρ ∈ (0, 1). By construction of p t we always have
Therefore, after each iteration we are strictly decreasing the norm of the gradient of (1), and line-search guarantees that this occurs irrespective of all hyper-parameters of Algorithm 1, i.e., θ, φ and ρ.
Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we derive convergence results for DINGO. Unless otherwise stated, all proofs can be found in Appendix B. Recall, from Section 2, that three potential cases may occur when computing the update direction p t . The convergence analysis under these cases are treated separately in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. For notational convenience, in our analysis we have
which are sets indexing iterations t that are in Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3, respectively. We begin, in Section 3.1, by establishing general underlying assumptions for our analysis. The analysis of Case 1 and Case 3 require their own specific assumptions, which are discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, respectively.
General Assumptions
In this section, we discuss general assumptions on (1), which underlie our analysis of DINGO.
As DINGO makes use of Hessian-vector products, we make the following straightforward assumption.
Assumption 1 (Twice Differentiability)
Notice that we do not require each f i to be twice continuously differentiable. In particular, our analysis carries through even if the Hessian is discontinuous. This is in sharp contrast to popular belief that the application of non-smooth Hessian can hurt more so than it helps, e.g., [23] . Note that even if the Hessian is discontinuous, Assumption 1 is sufficient in ensuring that H t,i is symmetric, for all t and i, [24] . Following [20] , we also make the following general assumption on f .
Assumption 2 (Moral-Smoothness [20])
For all iterations t, there exists a constant L ∈ (0, ∞) such that
for all w ∈ [w t , w t + p t ], where p t is the update direction of DINGO at iteration t.
As discussed in [20] , Assumption 2 is strictly weaker than the common assumptions of the gradient and Hessian being both Lipschitz continuous on the piece-wise linear path generated by the iterates. Namely, if for all iterations t there exists L g , L H ∈ (0, ∞) such that
, where w 0 is the initial point. However, the converse does not necessarily hold.
In our proofs of convergence properties, we will make frequent use of the following wellknown lemma; see for example [20] for a proof.
It follows from Assumptions 1 and 2, Lemma 1 and
for all w ∈ [w t , w t + p t ] and all iterations t. Therefore,
for all α ∈ [0, 1] and all iterations t.
Analysis of Case 1
In this section, we analyze the convergence of iterations of DINGO that fall under Case 1.
For such iterations, we make the following assumption about the action of the pseudo-inverse of H t,i on g t .
Assumption 3 (Pseudo-Inverse Regularity of H t,i on g t ) For all t ∈ C 1 and all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, there exists constants
Assumption 3 may appear unconventional. However, it may be seen as more general than the following assumption, which is found in [20] .
Assumption 4 (Pseudo-inverse Regularity of H t on its Range Space [20] ) There exists a constant γ ∈ (0, ∞) such that for all iterates w t we have H t p ≥ γ p for all p ∈ R(H t ).
Under Assumption 4 we have
where U t and U ⊥ t denote arbitrary orthonormal bases for R(H t ) and R(H t ) ⊥ , respectively, and
; see Appendix A.1 for a review of these facts. Thus, when m = 1, Assumption 4 implies Assumption 3.
Theorem 1 (Convergence Under Case 1)
Suppose we run Algorithm 1. Then under Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, for all t ∈ C 1 we have
L is as in Assumption 2, ρ and θ are as in Algorithm 1, and γ i are as in Assumption 3.
Under specific assumptions on (1), we can theoretically guarantee that t ∈ C 1 for all iterations t. The following lemma provides one such example.
Lemma 2
Suppose Assumption 1 holds and that we run Algorithm 1. Furthermore, suppose that for all iterations t and all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, the Hessian matrix H t,i is invertible and there exists constants ε i ∈ [0, ∞) and ν i ∈ (0,
Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, if the Hessian matrix for each worker is on average a reasonable approximation to full Hessian, i.e., ε i is on average sufficiently small so that
then we can choose θ small enough to ensure that t ∈ C 1 for all t. In other words, for the iterates to stay in C 1 , we do not require the Hessian matrix of each individual worker to be a high-quality approximation to full Hessian (which could indeed be hard to enforce in many practical applications). As long as the data is distributed in such a way that Hessian matrices are on average reasonable approximations, we can guarantee to have t ∈ C 1 for all t.
Analysis of Case 2
We now analyze the convergence of DINGO for iterations that fall under Case 2. For this case, we do not require any additional assumptions to that of Assumptions 1 and 2. Instead, Lemma 5, in Section B.3, implies the upper bound
for all iterations t and all i = 1, 2, . . . , m, where φ is as in Algorithm 1. Using this inequality we obtain the following convergence result.
Theorem 2 (Convergence Under Case 2)
Suppose we run Algorithm 1. Then under Assumptions 1 and 2, for all t ∈ C 2 we have
L is as in Assumption 2, and ρ, θ and φ are as in Algorithm 1.
In
Analysis of Case 3
Now we turn to the final case, and analyze the convergence of iterations of DINGO that fall under Case 3. For such iterations, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 5
For all t ∈ C 3 and all i ∈ I t , as defined in (8), there exists constants
Assumption 5, like Assumption 3, may appear unconventional. However, it too can be seen as more general than other reasonable assumptions. In Lemma 3 we show how Assumption 5 is implied by three other reasonable assumptions, one of which is as follows and is found in [20] .
Assumption 6 (Gradient-Hessian Null-Space Property [20] ) There exists a constant ν ∈ (0, 1) such that
for all w ∈ R d , where U w and U ⊥ w denote arbitrary orthonormal bases for R ∇ 2 f (w) and its orthogonal complement, respectively.
Under Assumption 6, we have both
for all w ∈ R d ; see [20] for a proof.
Lemma 3
Suppose Assumptions 4 and 6 hold. Further, assume for all t ∈ C 3 and all i ∈ I t there exists constants τ i ∈ (0, ∞) such that H 2 t,i ≤ τ i . Then, Assumption 5 holds with
where φ is as in Algorithm 1, and γ and ν are as is Assumptions 4 and 6, respectively.
The following theorem provides convergence properties for iterations of DINGO that are in Case 3.
Theorem 3 (Convergence Under Case 3)
Suppose we run Algorithm 1. Then under Assumptions 1, 2 and 5, for all t ∈ C 3 we have
where
L is as in Assumption 2, δ i are as in Assumption 5, and ρ, θ and φ are as in Algorithm 1.
Comparing Theorems 2 and 3, iterations of DINGO should have slower convergence if they are in Case 3 rather than Case 2. This is also observed empirically in Section 4. By Theorem 3, if an iteration t resorts to Case 3 then we may have slower convergence for larger |I t |. Moreover, this iteration would require two more communication rounds than if it were to stop in Case 1 or Case 2. Therefore, one may wish to choose θ and φ appropriately to reduce the chances that iteration t falls in Case 3 or that |I t | is large. Under this consideration, Lemma 4 presents a necessary condition on a relationship between θ and φ.
Lemma 4
Lemma 4 suggests that we should pick θ and φ so that their product, θφ, is small. Clearly, choosing smaller θ will increase the chance of an iteration of DINGO being in Case 1 or Case 2. Choosing smaller φ will preserve more curvature information of the Hessian H t,i iñ H † t,i .
Experiments
In this section, we examine the empirical performance of DINGO in comparison to several other distributed first-order and second-order optimization methods. In Section 4.1, we discuss the implementation details of DINGO. We then outline the optimization methods that we use in our evaluations in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we consider some model problems that range from strongly convex to non-convex and which exhibit large sample size n and/or large dimension d. Our performance metric is communication rounds, since, as we have discussed in Section 1, communications are often considered a major bottleneck. All methods are implemented to run on both CPU and GPU using Python and PyTorch.
Implementation Details of DINGO
Each iteration t of DINGO requires the computation of an update direction p t and a stepsize α t . However, in practice we can often only compute these inexactly. In this section, we discuss our implementation details for inexactly solving p t and α t .
Update Direction
Theoretically, the update direction p t involves the computation of some/all of:
Each of these present a unique type of least-squares problem as:
1. The matrix H t,i ∈ R d×d is square and symmetric and is possibly both indefinite and singular.
The matrixH t,i ∈ R
2d×d is non-square with linearly independent columns and a sparse lower half.
The matrixH
T t,iH t,i ∈ R d×d is square and positive-definite.
Many iterative least-squares solvers exist, as they are often designed to have specific properties. We refer the reader to Appendix A of [20] for a comparison of some such methods. We inexactly solve for (22) using MINRES-QLP [25] , LSMR [26] and CG, respectively, with early termination. The reasoning behind these choices is presented below.
• MINRES-QLP: Recall that MINRES [27] is a Krylov subspace method for iteratively solving arg min x Ax−b , where A is symmetric, and potentially indefinite and/or singular. However, for inconsistent systems, it might not return the minimum-norm solution, x = A † b. MINRES-QLP, however, is a variant of MINRES that not only is theoretically guaranteed to return the minimum-norm solution, but also it has been shown to perform better on ill-conditioned problems. As a result, we use MINRES-QLP to compute H † t,i g t .
• LSMR: To computeH † t,ig t we use LSMR, which is an iterative method for computing a solution to the following problems:
where A can have any rank and be either square or non-square, and λ ≥ 0. AsH t,i has full column rank, LSMR will iteratively compute the unique solution
to the normal equationH T t,iH t,i x =H T t,ig t . As H t,i x +g t 2 = H t,i x + g t 2 + φ 2 x 2 , LSMR is well-suited for this problem. One may also consider using LSQR [28] to computẽ H † t,ig t . However, we choose LSMR as it is recommended for situations where the solver is terminated early as it may be able to converge in significantly fewer iterations than LSQR, see [26] .
• CG: Arguably, the most well-known Krylov subspace method is CG. It iteratively solves the problem Ax = b for x, where A is both symmetric and positive definite. For Case 3, one may consider computing the update direction (13) in one of the following mathematically identical ways (where parentheses indicate order of computation):
For comparative reasons, we choose to compute (23a) and use CG to find an approximation x of (H T t,iH t,i ) −1 H t g t as we require H t g t , x to be positive. Indeed, this is guaranteed by CG regardless of the number of CG iterations performed. However, if it were not for this requirement then this approach would not be recommended as κ(H T t,iH t,i ) = κ(H t,i ) 2 , where κ(A) denotes the condition number of A [17] . Computing (23b) or (23c) is problematic, as the approximation
for a given number of least-squares solver iterations. Moreover, with (23c) when the driver computes p t , H t g t , it might be greater than −θ g t 2 due to numerical error, hence we do not recommend (23c). Computing (23b) might be best suited for stand-alone implementations of DINGO.
Line Search
For our experiments, we use backtracking line search to choose the step-size α t . Specifically, the driver broadcasts the update direction p t to all workers and then, by a reduce operation, each worker i returns the vectors
for some chosen ω ∈ (0, 1) and maximum line search iterations k ≥ 0. With this information, the driver chooses α t to be the largest element of {ω 0 , ω 1 , . . . , ω k } such that (14) holds. We assume that k is selected to be large enough so such an α t exists. This line search only requires two communication rounds. However, increasing both ω and k will improve the accuracy of α t , while also increasing the amount of data transmitted. GIANT, in [14] , uses an analogous line search technique on the objective value of f . This requires each worker to return k scalars. Whereas, for DINGO, we require each worker to return k vectors in R d . More efficient methods of line search, for DINGO, will be explored in future work.
Optimization Methods
Below we provide an outline of the compared methods and discuss their selected hyperparameters.
DINGO.
In our experiments, unless otherwise stated, we set θ = 10 −4 and φ = 10 2. GIANT. At iteration t each worker i approximately solves the linear system H t,i x = g t for x using CG. We limit CG to 50 iterations with a relative residual tolerance of 10 −4 . We use backtracking line search as in [14] to select the largest step-size in {1, 2 −1 , 2 −2 , . . . , 2 −100 } which passes and we use an Armijo line-search parameter of 10 −4 .
3. DiSCO. Each iteration t of DiSCO invokes a distributed preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method that iteratively solves the linear system P −1 t H t v t = P −1 t g t for v t , where P t is a preconditioning matrix. For consistency, we will not employ preconditioning in our examined methods and thus we set P t = I for all iterations t. We also restrict the number of distributed PCG iterations to 50 with a relative residual tolerance of 10 −4 .
InexactDANE. At iteration t, each worker i inexactly solves the sub-problem arg min
where η, µ ≥ 0 are selected hyper-parameters. We use SVRG as a local solver for this sub-problem, where we limit SVRG to 50 iterations and report the best learning rate from {10 −6 , 10 −5 , . . . , 10 6 }. SVRG was used as a local solver for InexactDANE in [16] . We also set η = 1 and µ = 0 in all experiments as we found these resulted in best performance. In fact, these parameters often yielded high performance in [15] as well.
AIDE.
Each iteration of AIDE invokes the InexactDANE method on a modified version of the objective function (1) and involves a catalyst acceleration parameter τ ≥ 0. We have each iteration of AIDE invoke one iteration of InexactDANE. We will use the same parameters as in the stand-alone InexactDANE method and report the best τ ∈ {10 −6 , 10 −5 , . . . , 10 6 }. In our offline small-scale experiments we found that AIDE often failed to outperform InexactDANE in non-convex problems. Because of this, the difficulty of tuning τ and limited computing resources, we choose to not compare AIDE in non-convex experiments.
6. Asynchronous Stochastic Gradient Descent (Async-SGD, [13] ). In our experiments we report the best learning rate from {10 −6 , 10 −5 , . . . , 10 6 }. Each worker uses a mini-batch of size n/(5m). Due to staleness in the update directions, especially when m is large, we often report a smaller learning rate for Async-SGD than in Sync-SGD.
7. Synchronous Stochastic Gradient Descent (Sync-SGD, [13] ). Like Async-SGD, we report the best learning rate from {10 −6 , 10 −5 , . . . , 10 6 }. Each worker uses a mini-batch of size n/(5m). 
Dataset

Numerical Examples
In this section, we compare the performance of the optimization methods on a softmax regression, autoencoder and Gaussian mixture model problem. Recall that softmax regression is convex while the last two problems are non-convex. We choose to run GIANT and DiSCO on the latter two non-convex problems, despite that their sub-problem solvers, CG and distributed PCG, are not meant to be used when the local Hessian matrices H t,i and full Hessian H t , respectively, can be singular or indefinite. Moreover, we do not make any modifications on these sub-problem solvers, rather we terminate GIANT when CG fails and terminate DiSCO when distributed PCG fails. These situations are indicated by a cross "×" in all plots. We make this choice to highlight situations where the iterates of GIANT and DiSCO enter areas that are non-convex or have a high degree of weak-convexity, and to highlight the difference, in convexity requirements, between DINGO and these methods. In all experiments we consider (1) with (2), where the sets S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m randomly partition the index set {1, 2, . . . , n}, with each having equal size s = n/m.
Softmax Regression
For our first experiment we consider the strongly convex problem of softmax cross-entropy minimization with regularization. Specifically, we consider
where each x j ∈ R p is a data point with label y j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , C} for some number of classes C. This minimization problem has dimension d = p(C − 1). We show the performance of the optimization methods applied to the softmax regression problem on the CIFAR10 and EMNIST Digits datasets in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. The properties of these datasets are provided in Table 1 . CIFAR10 presents a situation where s < d in all experiments. On the other hand, EMNIST Digits has a large number of samples n and we have s > d in all experiments.
DiSCO has consistent performance, regardless of the number of workers, due to the distributed PCG algorithm. This essentially allows DiSCO to perform Newton's method over the full dataset. This is unnecessarily costly, in terms of communication rounds, when s is reasonably large. Thus we see it perform comparatively poorly in Plots 3(a), 3(b) and t,i g t and p t,i for GIANT and DINGO, respectively) give poor updates as they are calculated using very small subsets of data. As an example, in Plot 3(d) each worker has access to only 6 data points, while d = 27648.
A significant advantage of DINGO to InexactDane, AIDE, Async-SGD and Sync-SGD is that it is relatively easy to tune hyper-parameters. Namely, making bad choices for ρ, θ and φ in Algorithm 1 will give sub-optimal performance; however, it is still theoretically guaranteed to strictly decrease the norm of the gradient. In contrast, some choices of hyper-parameters in InexactDane, AIDE, Async-SGD and Sync-SGD will cause divergence and these choices can be problem specific. Moreover, these methods can be very sensitive to the chosen hyperparameters with some being very difficult to select. For example, the acceleration parameter τ in AIDE was found to be difficult and time consuming to tune and the performance of AIDE was sensitive to it; notice the variation in selected τ in Figure 3 . This difficulty was also observed in [14, 16] . We found that simply choosing ρ, θ and φ to be small, in DINGO, gave high performance.
In Plot 4(d) we demonstrate the effect of choosing unnecessarily large values of θ for DINGO. In this experiment, each iteration of DINGO is in Case 1 when θ = 10 −4 , Case 1 and Case 3 occur when θ = 1, and each iteration is in Case 3 when θ = 100. We maintain a step size of 1 when θ = 1 and θ = 100 and we obtain similar convergence in the objective value for all three values of θ. In Experiment 4(d), we obtain the exact same convergence for all values θ ≤ 10 −1 .
Autoencoder
For this experiment we consider a deep autoencoder [29] on the Curves dataset. With this dataset we have n = 20000 training samples, 10000 test samples and each data point x i is an element of R 784 . We use a fully-connected feed-forward autoencoder with bias, palindromic layer widths 784-400-300-200-100-50-25-12-6-12-...-784 and 2 loss. Namely, we have
where w is a vector exclusively containing the elements, in a one-to-one correspondence, of the sixteen weight matrices
and sixteen bias vectors b 1 (w) ∈ R 400 , b 2 (w) ∈ R 300 , . . . , b 16 (w) ∈ R 784 . The activation functions σ and ζ are the element-wise sigmoid and exponential linear unit (ELU) functions, respectively, which are defined by
. . .
This problem has dimension d = 1043408 and is non-convex [1] . We show the performance of the optimization methods applied to this problem in Figure 5 . Note that the twice differentiable assumption, in our theory, is not supported in this problem. Nevertheless, DINGO empirically works and performs well. It is competitive in minimizing the objective value in all experiments in Figure 5 . The hyper-parameters of DINGO remain constant among these experiments. Whereas, the hyper-parameters of InexactDane, Async-SGD and Sync-SGD were selected carefully for them to achieve high performance, which is a time consuming process that is problem specific. Note the significant difference in selected hyper-parameters between Plot 5(a) and the other plots in Figure 5 .
This experiment highlights some important differences between DINGO, GIANT and DiSCO. In Figure 5 (a), all iterations of DINGO were in Case 1. In this situation, the update directions of DINGO and GIANT appear very similar, in theory, while their behaviour is noticeably different. They both achieve almost identical performance in the objective value; however, DINGO maintains a constant step-size of 1 and achieves continual progress in reducing the norm of the gradient.
In Figures Figure 5 demonstrates the versatility of DINGO and how its cases allow it to traverse various regions.
Gaussian Mixture Model
For this experiment we consider learning the mixture weight and mean vectors of a mixture of two Gaussians. Namely, we have
where Φ denotes the density of the p-dimensional standard normal distribution. The data points x i ∈ R p and covariance matrices Σ 1 , Σ 2 ∈ R p×p are given. The function ζ : R → (0, 1) is defined by
This problem has dimension d = 1+2p. This problem is non-convex; however, it may exhibit features that are close to being invex [20] . The performance profile of each optimization method is presented in Figure 6 for various number of workers. In each experiment, we run each method a total of 100 times. Each time, we record the results of the iteration ending at, or immediately after, 20 communication rounds. Every run we generate 20,000 data points from the mixture distribution (25) every run we generate the covariance matrices Σ 1 and Σ 2 randomly in such a way that they are not axis-aligned and have a fixed condition number of 100, for details see [20] . In Figure 6 we also display the estimation error, see [20] , which measures a model's relative accuracy in recovering the ground truth parameters w * 0 , w * 1 and w * 2 .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we developed DINGO, which is a communication efficient Newton-type algorithm for optimization of an average of functions in a distributed computing environment. Similar second-order methods compromise between application range and ease of implementation. DINGO is applicable to problems beyond (strongly) convex and does not impose any specific form on the underlying functions, making it suitable for many distributed optimization applications with an almost arbitrary distribution of data across the network. In addition, DINGO is simple in implementation as the underlying sub-problems are simple linear least-squares. The few hyper-parameters are easy to tune and we theoretically showed that a strict reduction in the gradient norm is guaranteed, regardless of the selected hyper-parameters. Through empirical experiments, on both strongly convex and non-convex problems, we demonstrated the effectiveness, stability and versatility of our method compared to other relevant algorithms.
The following is left for future work. First, extending the analysis of DINGO to include convergence results under inexact update. Second, finding more efficient methods of line search, for practical implementations of DINGO, than backtracking line search. As discussed previously, backtracking line search may require the transmission of a large amount of data over the network, while still only requiring two communication rounds per iteration. Lastly, considering modifications to DINGO that prevent convergence to a local maximum/saddle point in non-invex problems. and σ 1 , . . . , σ r > 0 are the non-zero singular values of A. Recall that the subspace R(A) ⊆ R n has dimension r. By the fundamental theorem of linear algebra, A induces the four fundamental subspaces R(A), N (A), R(A T ) and N (A T ), where:
1. The first r columns and the last m − r columns of U are bases for R(A) and N (A T ), respectively.
2. The first r columns and the last n − r columns of V are bases for R(A T ) and N (A), respectively. 
B Proofs of Results From Section 3
In this section, we provide proofs of our results from Section 3.
B.1 Theorem 1
Proof of Theorem 1. Let t ∈ C 1 as defined in (15a). For iteration t we use the update direction p t = where φ is as in Algorithm 1. From this and an analogous argument to that in the proof of Theorem 1, for α ∈ (0, τ ], where τ is as in (19) , we have ∇f (w t + αp t ) 2 ≤ g t 2 + 2αρ p t , H t g t .
Therefore, line search (14) will pass for some α t ≥ τ and g t+1 2 ≤ (1 − 2τ ρθ) g t 2 .
